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Abstract— Immobilization on the strong surface of anaerobic microorganism can improve biogas creation.
An examination on the biogas creation and the investigation of biogas-delivering microscopic organisms in
regular zeolite and actuated carbon-based media have been done. This examination was meant to discover
the impact of strong media expansion and to recognize the species of the microscopic organisms associated
with biogas generation under the anaerobic condition. The bacterial culture was completed in clump
anaerobic digesters for a 35-day hatching period. Three distinctive arrangement of ring-molded pressing
comprises of regular zeolite (Z), actuated carbon (K), and an equivalent blend of normal zeolite and
initiated carbon (C) were included an anaerobic reactor. Biogas as the item was examined with GC-TCD.
Every one of the microorganisms' DNA in the media at that point segregated, intensified and furthermore
sanitized to discover the force of every DNA band. Sequencing procedure was led for each cleaned DNA
microorganisms and the arrangement result at that point interpreted by BLASTn program in the quality
bank NCBI. The most noteworthy methane centralization of 34.32% was acquired from the reactor with
common zeolite media, at that point, the blended media included reactor gave biogas 26.31% methane and
the last reactor with initiated carbon media demonstrated the littlest estimation of 20.77% of methane.
Sequencing result demonstrates that Dictyoglomus thermophilum species was ruled on the outside of Kpressing, Rhodopseudomonas palustris species was seen on the C-media, and Thermococcus litoralis was
living on Z-media. SEM picture was taken to affirm the consequences of DNA distinguishing proof.
Keywords— Actuated carbon, normal zeolite, immobilized media, biogas.
1. Introduction
All Natural waste as a result of either huge scale or little scale industry in Indonesia, which is generally
created in a blend of strong and fluid, can be changed into a vitality source called biogas, with a few
medications. Anaerobic assimilation is one of the proficient approaches to deliver biogas from natural
waste. Anaerobic microorganisms assume a significant job in this procedure which every one of them has an
alternate job and character in the anaerobic absorption process [1].
Hydrolytic microbes, corrosive delivering microscopic organisms, and methanogenic microscopic
organisms are the principle microorganisms lived in the anaerobic reactor [2]. These three gatherings of
microscopic organisms work synergistically during biogas creation. Microorganisms-subordinate procedure
in anaerobic processing bringing about a moderate natural waste breakdown which requires an enormous
scale natural waste treatment.
The ongoing pattern in improving biogas productivity is by including immobilized media inside the reactor.
The media can be as permeable or non-permeable material with a high surface for bacterial connection.
More often than not, the characteristic permeable materials are favored because of lower in expense and
bottomless accessibility, for example, regular zeolite and charcoal. By immobilized media expansion, the
bacterial populace inside the anaerobic reactor can be improved and safeguarded. It likewise will keep the
biomass washout from the reactor with a high stocking rate.
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In this examination, three distinct media comprise of normal zeolite actuated carbon, and bentonite was
added to the anaerobic reactor. As each anaerobic microscopic organism have an alternate job during the
anaerobic absorption process, DNA investigation to decide the species that are effectively developed in the
media was led and pursued by Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis framework (PAGE). This examination
intended to discover the best media and to recognize the species of the microscopic organisms engaged with
biogas creation under the anaerobic condition. It is normal that the anaerobic absorption produces methane
as the significant gas item with the piece above half [3].

2. EXPERIMENTAL
Immobilized media utilized in this examination made of characteristic zeolite and bentonite (1:1), initiated
carbon and bentonite (1:1) and common zeolite, actuated carbon, and bentonite (1:1:2), at that point the ID
of reactor included with each sort of media are Z, K, and C separately. Carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) was
included every medium as the plasticizer before expelled, cut into ring shape pressing and calcined under
addition environment at 600 °C. The media hatched in anaerobic bunch reactors (500 ml) for 35 days.
Microscopic organism’s species in these brooded media were disconnected dependent on Qiagen
QIAamp® DNA Smaller than normal Pack convention. The DNA enhancement directed with microscopic
organism’s groundwork 357 FGC, 5-CGC CCG CGC GCG GCGGGC GGG GCG GGG GCA CGG GGG
GCC TAC GGG AGG CAG-3 and 518R, 5-ATT ACC GCG GCT GG-3 [4]. The DNA groups imagined
by PAGE after cleaned and after that sequenced. The piece of biogas from every lab-scale anaerobic
reactor with various media at that point examined with Gas Chromatography-Warm Conductivity Indicator
(GC-TCD).
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Fig. 1. Chromatogram of biogas product in anaerobic reactor with activated carbon-based (a), mixed activated carbon and zeolite-based (b), and
natural zeolite-based (c) media.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Electrophoregram of isolated DNA bands Polyacrylamide Gel
Electrophoresis (PAGE) conducted after amplification and purification steps of the isolated DNA (a), Electrophoregram of amplified and purified
DNA bands (b).

Gas tests from every lab-scale anaerobic reactor with various media gathered following 35 days hatching
period. Biogas piece broke down by GC-TCD and the outcome indicated four comparable crests in every
chromatogram (appeared in Fig. 1) with maintenance time of 3.2 moment, 3.5 moment for CO, 5.7 moment
for CH4, and 12.2 moment for CO2.
In view of the segment and identifier (TCD) of the GC gear, each pinnacle estimation prompts the climate,
carbon monoxyde, methane, and carbon dioxyde. As appeared Table I, when all is said in done, the
expansion of media will improve the methane development. The anaerobic reactor with the most
astounding methane focus was the one with common zeolite-based media. Regular zeolite-based media has
the particle exchanger properties which cause this media to can either acknowledge or trade particles and
minerals from the reactor's condition into the media [5]. These particles and minerals go about as
noticeable sustenance for bacterial development. Additionally, the zeolite is likewise equipped for
adsorbing inhibitory substances for methane age, for example, alkali [6]. Evacuating inhibitor will upgrade
the biogas generation and improving methanogen populace.
For carbon-based media, the methane fixation is lower than in zeolite. The carbon essentially is useful for a
long run task while zeolite could give sway in a brief timeframe. It is recently announced that the carbon
prepared media can be utilized for around a half year before substitution [7]. It is educated that carbon
expansion can improve the basicity inside the reactor which is useful for methanogenic microbes [7]. Be
that as it may, in a straightforward anaerobic reactor where the acidogenic and methanogenic procedure are
blended in a similar pot the expansion of pH won't influence such a great amount since the acidogenesis
incline toward in a low pH condition. For zeolite, the constructive outcome of the expansion of the material
can be found in the two-arrange forms for example acidogenesis and methanogenesis since zeolite
expansion won't influence the arrangement pH [8].
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Z-media has the most noteworthy measure of regular zeolite in its structure among all sort of media, as
high as half which another solitary 25% (C-media). The distinction in the regular zeolite arrangement
makes an alternate pore size of medias which influences their sub-atomic sifter properties. These properties
give zeolite a capacity to isolate a particular gas segment from heterogeneous blend gas by its size
(estimate rejection) which another segments consumed by the zeolite [9]. Methane, carbon monoxyde, and
carbon dioxyde have an alternate atom distance across: 0.376 nm; 0.369 nm; and 0.330 nm separately [9].
Carbon dioxyde has the littlest breadth that relates to the littlest power of the crest in GC chromatogram
which means this gas consumed by zeolite in a high sum, and the other way around for the methane.
Anaerobic reactor with normal zeolite-based media created the most elevated methane focus along these
lines methane consumed by zeolite just in modest quantity and suggests that the higher the measure of
characteristic zeolite in the media, the littler the pore estimate.
The DNA of each hatched media at that point broke down by agarose gel electrophoresis first to inspect
whether the DNA disconnection was done effectively. Fig. 2.a. shows clear genomic DNA groups in
20,000 bp which have a place with all bacterial network in the media. The code (K, C, and Z) alludes to
similar media type as written in Table I.
Fig. 2.b. demonstrates trademark DNA groups in 700 bp from every medium example. Regular zeolitebased media has the most noteworthy DNA band power which hypothetically speaks to the measure of the
biogas creating microscopic organisms inside the media. The higher the force, the higher the measure of
DNA, which means normal zeolite-based media contains the most noteworthy biogas delivering microbes
provinces subjectively. This sanitized DNA at that point sequenced in first BASE Singapore and the
nucleotide successions were interpreted with ClustalW2 and BLASTn. Table II speaks to nucleotide
arrangements of microscopic organisms identified with the PAGE groups.
Both Dictyoglomus thermophilum and Rhodopseudomonas palustris are pole molded gram negative
microscopic organisms that have chemoorganotropic properties [10], which handle the natural
macromolecules breakdown in the anaerobic digester process [11]. Thermococcus litoralis has a similar
gram type as the two microscopic organisms previously, yet it exists in a round shape which produces H 2
S as metabolic corrosive and furthermore H 2 [12]. An appropriate anaerob and wealthy in low-thickness
natural substance condition raised up by this acidogenic microscopic organisms transform the anaerobic
reactor into the best spot for methanogenic microbes to live in.

Fig. 3. SEM images of each immobilized media after usage.

Fig. 3 demonstrates pole formed item on the outside of K and C and ball-molded article on the Z media. It
is emphatically presumed that the articles are microorganism identified with biogas generation. The SEM
pictures affirm the DNA recognizable proof strategy that Dictyoglomus thermophilum species on K-media
and Rhodopseudomonas palustris on C-media are bar shape microscopic organisms while Thermococcus
litoralis on Z-media is round-molded microorganism.
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3. Conclusion
It is discovered that the most elevated methane focus that demonstrates the better reactor execution was
appeared by zeolite included media reactor. Then, the reactor with actuated carbon media demonstrates the
most reduced methane fixation in the created biogas, while the blend media was in the middle. The
distinctive overwhelming microorganism was found for each kind of pressing which all identified with
methane arrangement. It gives a clue that there could be an ideal blend among zeolite and air conditioning
pressing inside an anaerobic reactor that will deliver the most astounding methane arrangement.
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